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LMC Election Year 2017-2021
Please note for LMC Election Year 2017-2021 Nomination
Letters will be sent electronically on 28th April 2017.

Extracts from GPC News
GPC Firearms guidance launched- UK
After several months of very detailed and hard work which has necessitated garnering input and
expertise from several different stakeholders, and taking QC opinion, we are pleased to be able to
share the BMA's new guidance on firearms licensing.
In drawing up this guidance we have carefully considered all aspects of licensing exhaustively and we
are happy that our advice falls within all ethical and legal opinion we have received. The GPC Task and
Finish group responsible for this guidance was at all times cognisant of the importance of producing
safe, ethical and legal guidance relating to the current system and at publication we will have
discharged that responsibility. However, both GPC and the Professional Fees Committee (PFC) will
continue to engage with the Home Office to press for improvements to a system which continues to
grave anxieties for many of us.
For further information on the rationale and reasoning behind this guidance, please see this blog
written by GPC England Executive team member, Mark Sanford-Wood, who led the work of the Task
and Finish Group.
NHS GP Health Service - England
The NHS GP Health Service is a new confidential NHS service for GPs and GP trainees in England. It has
been launched as part of the of the GP Forward View programme of commitments. It will run in
parallel to primary care performer occupational health services commissioned by CCG (clinical
commissioning groups) under NHS England’s national service specification.
Launched on 31 January 2017, The NHS GP Health Service can help with issues relating to a mental
health concern, including stress or depression, or an addiction problem, where these might affect a
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GP’s work. Operating on a self-referral basis, it is provided by health professionals specialising in
mental health support to doctors and is available in various locations across England.
Access the service by emailing gp.health@nhs.net or by calling 0300 0303 300. Availability is from
8am – 8pm Monday to Friday and 8am – 2pm Saturday.
Please note the service is not for emergency or crisis issues. These should be directed to mainstream
NHS services.
For further information about the service, visit the dedicated web page http://www.gphealth.nhs.uk/
Please go to BMA website to see details of the following:



GP Career Plus Scheme – England
Return to Practice - England

PUBLIC HEALTH UPDATE – Barking & Dagenham
Smoking Cessation Services
Activity in Primary Care remains below trajectory and as we approach the end of the last quarter of
the year quit data extracted up to 27 March is showing that 343 people had started the stop smoking
programme in Primary Care, with 135 quitting so far. This compares to 265 quits from pharmacy and
256 from the LBBD specialist team. Overall, we have 657 quitters against our target of 1000.
During quarter 4 the LBBD team have been helping some practices to get set up clinics, do refresher
training or resolve other issues to enable them to improve activity.
Though activity is better than in 2015/16, we would like to see all practices in 2017/18 being
proactive in targeting their smokers, which will help reduce the future burden of caring for those with
long term health problems.
Final activity data for the 16/17 year will be collated in June and will be communicated out to
practices and the LMC.
The NHS Health Check Programme
Activity is slightly below performance compared to 2015/16 with data at end of February showing
April to February data showing that 5,268 people had received a health check invite out of the 8,003people eligible and 4,307 people have taken up the offer and received a health check.
There are some practices that have done well in capturing this cohort of patients but there is
variability in achievement across Barking and Dagenham.
Final activity data for 16/17 will be known at the end of April/May and will be communicated out to
practices and the LMC
A steering group has been set up by Public Health which includes representation from Primary Care to
look at improving the patient pathway through the health check. This is not just about improving
numbers of people getting a check, but to also look at the processes of recording, referral onto
lifestyle services and outcomes from these, as well as admission to the disease register and
communications about the progress of the patient.
Further information on this pathway development will be communicated out as progress is made.
End of year data for other public health programmes will be communicated out to the practices at the
end of April/May.
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All Public Health contracts with Primary Care will continue to end of March 2018
Localities Development
In the wake of the localities/network formations, Public Health has been producing health profiles for
each locality. We are also working with GP colleagues on a performance dashboard that will include
key activity indicators that support the improvement in the care of long term conditions and
prevention programmes. As mentioned above, there is significant variability in performance across
the public health programmes, as well as immunisation, diabetes and other areas and Public Health
wants to work collaboratively with our Primary Care partners in seeking to achieve improvements
across the patch and reducing variability.
Author: Mary Knower, Public Health Strategist

NELFT Barking & Dagenham Update
ULC Partners had their Postgraduate Medical & Dental Education (PGMDE) Awards Ceremony on 29th
March. NELFT received a number of awards, one of them being “Innovative Simulation Training of the
Year” Award for the ‘In-Sync’ training run within the Medical Education Department of NELFT.
In-Sync is joint training for physical & mental health multi-professional staff using Simulation, which
continues to be run every 8-12 weeks at Hawkwell Court. Dr Aarohee Desai-Gupta and Dr Bini
Thomas run this training and were winners of the award.
Author: Dr Aarohee Desai-Gupta, Interim Associate Medical Director
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When Do You Need a Lease of Your Surgery?
The question of when a GP partnership should put a lease of the surgery in place comes up
frequently, usually where the makeup of the group of partners (or former partners) who own the
surgery is not the same as the medical partners.
Where surgery premises are owned by retired or some (but not all) continuing partners, considerable
thought should be given before accepting that a lease is required.
This is for several reasons: leases create ongoing personal liability for Tenants who sign them, they
are expensive, and also give rise to legal costs. Leases attract stamp duty land tax, and need NHS
England's (or your LHB if in Wales) prior consent.
Your Bank's consent will be required and creating a lease can change the tax position of the property
owners, and therefore it is essential to have a specialist tax advisor to assist.
Our view is that if all the property owners are also medical partners, (even if some of the medical
partners don't own a share in the property), then you don't need a lease.
If there are one or more partners who haven't bought into the premises - you can deal with all the
relevant provisions to enable non-property owners to occupy the premises in the partnership deed
itself.
However, if any of the property owners have retired and will continue to hold a share of the premises
into retirement, then you will in most cases require a lease. Our view is that it is important for the
retired partner - and the practice - to have certainty over who is obliged to do what and the key terms
of occupation. A lease makes it clear for both the retired partners - and the continuing partners - what
their respective rights and obligations are.
If no lease is put in place and more partners retire and retain their share in the premises, you can
quickly get to a situation where there is a majority of property owners who are not medical partners,
and their interests will be as property investors and will diverge from the interests of the medical
partners.
Our view is that if a retired partner is going to retain a share of the premises into retirement, then
you do require a lease.
Alongside the lease, the property owners should put in place a separate property owners' deed
setting out the arrangements for ownership as between them, as the medical partnership deed will
no longer apply to them. Some practices already have separate property owners' deeds outside their
medical partnership agreements which may do this job.
What is the right time to put the lease in place?
The easy answer is "immediately before a property owner retires and carries on holding a share of the
premises". However , it is often the case that a property owner is not bought out immediately on
retirement and it can take some time for their property share to be transferred. To put a lease in
place as a temporary arrangement is best avoided for all the reasons set out above.
There are real potential liabilities for a Tenant under a lease, not least for the repair of the building.
As the rent is covered by NHS rent reimbursement (note the need for NHS consent mentioned above
before the lease is put in place), and assuming the building is maintained in repair, the main liabilities
would in all likelihood be limited, assuming that the practice continues to operate at the premises
for the term of the lease and the NHS rent reimbursement continues.
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This article highlights the main points to bear in mind, but leases are complex contracts creating
personal liabilities - and are not standard form documents. There are numerous other details to
consider, both commercial and legal and it is a subject which should be treated formally and
approached with the benefit of gaining specialist legal, accountancy and property advice.
For more information, please contact Ben Willis on 0117 314 5394.

LMC BUSINESS
LMC has organised free legal sessions re partnership deeds for practices. Solicitors from Veale
Wasbrough Vizards will be holding two sessions at Imperial Offices, Romford on the following dates:
Friday 28th April 2017 and Wednesday 7th June 2017.
Invitations have been sent to all practices asking if they would like to participate.
PLEASE NOTE: Attendance is only for those practices who have booked a session through LMC
Office.

LMC WEBSITE
PLEASE KEEP UP TO DATE WITH ALL THE LATEST POLICIES, GUIDELINES AND GENERAL INFORMATION BY
LOGGING ON TO THE LMC WEBSITE:
www.barkingandhaveringlmc.org.uk

Chief Executive/Secretary:
Administrative Staff::
Primary Care Directors:

Dr Madhu L Pathak MBE, MB BS DTM&H DA DCH LMSSA FRCGP
Laraine Barker and Marianna Riccobono
Leela Pendle and Terilla Bernard

Imperial Offices, 2-4 Eastern Road, 2nd Floor, Room 11, Romford, RM1 3PJ

Email:

07908 584788
lmc.bdh@nhs.net

Website: barkingandhaveringlmc.org.uk
Twitter:
@BDH_ LMC
Barking, Dagenham & Havering Ltd. Registration No. 6773489
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